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A Forgotten Legacy of the
Second World War:
GI children in post-war
Britain and Germany

SABINE LEE

Abstract
Whether in war, occupation or peacekeeping, whenever foreign soldiers are in contact with the
local population, and in particular with local women, some of these contacts are intimate.
Between 1942 and 1945, US soldiers fathered more than 22,000 children in Britain, and
during the first decade of post-war US presence in West Germany more than 37,000 children
were fathered by American occupation soldiers. Many of these children were raised in their
mothers’ families, not knowing about their biological roots and often suffering stigmatisation
and discrimination. The question of how these children were treated is discussed in the context
of wider social and political debates about national and individual identity. Furthermore, the
effect on the children of living outside the normal boundaries of family and nation is discussed.

I.

For many US soldiers, the Second World War began on British soil, when they
entered the country after January 1942 to prepare for the opening of a Second Front
in Western Europe. Two and a half years would pass until, on D-Day, 6 June 1944,
Allied troops would land in Normandy; these two and a half years amounted to little
less than an occupation of Great Britain by American GIs.1
When the recruits finally engaged in war in Europe, most of them did not know
what to expect. In particular, few would have guessed that US engagement in Europe
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would not end with the war itself. For many GIs, the relatively short period of active
combat was followed by an indefinite period of a ‘second occupation’: this time
of the former enemy Germany. Both occupations – different though they were –
brought US soldiers into close contact with the local populations, and in both cases
thousands of children born of GI fathers to local mothers were left behind. Starting
from an analysis of the contacts between GIs and local women in both countries,
this paper aims to compare the experiences of the children born of these occupations
and to investigate how attitudes towards them fitted into the shifting paradigms about
national and individual identity and family life in the early post-war years. The focal
points will be public and governmental debates and responses to children born of
those two occupations. Particular attention will be paid to discussions concerning the
one group singled out in both countries: children of biracial parentage. By comparing
policy responses to what was perceived in both Britain and Germany as a ‘problem’
group, new insights into the post-war normative discourses on key issues such as
family values, multi-racial society and human rights are gained.
With the United States’ entry into the Second World War in December 1941,
plans for a US presence in Europe quickly took shape. After a steady military build
up between January and October 1942, US troop strength reached a temporary
maximum of 228,000 men. Following troop movements to North Africa, resulting
in a decline in numbers to about 105,000 in early 1943,2 numbers soared again
in preparation of the opening of the Second Front in June 1944, when troop
numbers reached a maximum of almost 1.7 million soldiers on the eve of the D-Day
landings.3 Throughout the war, more than three million US soldiers were stationed
in Great Britain temporarily. ‘Overpaid, over-fed, over-sexed and over here’ was a
common perception of GIs in Britain.4 Their situation was comparable to that of
other occupation troops stationed in non-combat or non-conflict roles. Disciplining
an army in waiting was a significant challenge. Boredom, homesickness, insecurity
about the impending combat actions and dissatisfaction about the often substandard
living and housing conditions all added up to a potent mixture of discontent. In
contrast to combat situations, where troops generally regard obedience as essential
for their own safety, soldiers in waiting were inclined to see the necessity to obey their
military commanders in a different light.5 Therefore, discipline in the barracks and
beyond was far more difficult to achieve, particularly when in close proximity to the
local civilian population.6 This is true for any occupation force stationed away from

2
3
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military action, and it was certainly also true for GIs in wartime Britain as it was true
for US soldiers stationed as occupation and support troops in post-war Germany.7
What was more, despite the frequently emphasised ‘special relationship’ between
the United States and Great Britain, mutual perceptions moved in a grey zone of
ignorance and indifference, informed largely by prejudices and stereotypes. More
specifically, the coexistence of GIs and the British local population was influenced
by the particular background of this distinct cohort of soldiers. They were children
of the great depression, and this prolonged economic crisis had been the formative
experience of the majority of the recruits stationed in Britain. About 60 per cent
of all American personnel serving during the Second World War had been born
between 1918 and 1927. This meant that their entire youth had been shaped by the
hardship of the dire economic situation of the depression. For many the career as a
soldier was the first secure employment and for the young recruits military service
held the promise of a better life and, ironically, the promise of a better future.8 While
such promises rarely became reality in the short term, the positive expectations often
contrasted sharply with the wartime experiences of the British civilian population,
and in particular the British women on the home front. Wartime Britain from 1940
was a bombed out and blacked out country. Everyday life was dominated by war
work and war-induced disruptions and, above all, rationing.9
A significant factor facilitating casual contact was the great mobility of the British
population. Compulsory military service, in force since 1939, meant that by D-Day
5 million people had been conscripted into the services, 4.5 million of whom were
men. This was the approximately 30 per cent of the male population.10 Population
mobility was also influenced by evacuation measures in numerically significant ways.
Although not even the government had exact figures about the evacuations through
private institutions, universities, colleges, businesses, charities and others, numbers
were significant and estimates of around 3.5 million evacuees seem reasonable.11 Many
of these evacuees were mothers with children, or children without their mothers
being evacuated from the cities into the countryside. The third important group of
inner-British migrants were young, frequently single, women who moved to do war
work in the centres of war-related industries.12
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The long-term effects of the war with regard to emancipation and equality in
gender relations brought about by the more prominent role of women in the
workplace have rightly been questioned.13 However, compulsory national service
for women between 19 and 24 years during the second half of the war undoubtedly
had a number of consequences of importance in our context. During the war, the
number of women in paid employment rose from about 5 million to around 6.7
million.14 More important still were the change in circumstances and the qualitative
change in the personal experiences of this highly mobile new workforce. Even
before the outbreak of the war the majority of young British women had been
in paid employment, but they had generally lived at home.15 With the beginning
of national service and large-scale war work the patterns changed dramatically, with
many women living away from home, in hostels16 or other accommodation outside the
reach of parental control.17 The monotony of the long working days in the factories
was broken mainly by cinema, dances or the attention of the locally stationed soldiers.
Without doubt, the Mass Observation summary of the adjusted daily routines was
accurate for many:
Many of these girls [aged sixteen to eighteen] today are leading more or less adult lives; they work
in factories and offices, doing jobs with much responsibility. As a corollary to this new responsibility
they demand the right to live adult lives in their spare time.18

This right naturally also included the freedom to organise one’s spare time with its
choices of social contacts and in particular the freedom to choose whom to meet
when and under which conditions.19 In view of the shortage of British men caused
by conscription, this also included the freedom to meet GIs.
But not all women who regularly met GIs were single; relationships involving
married women were also frequent, if less public and less publicised. These liaisons
have to be understood in the context of wartime pressures on married women,
especially of those whose husbands were in active service away from home. The
husbands’ absence, paired with greater independence from their parental home and
enhanced by the war-induced shortage of other distractions, together with rationing
and other hardships, increased the GIs’ attractiveness to those women.20 The image
of the ‘good-time girl’, a perception of female promiscuity on the part of disloyal,
13
14
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18
19
20
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selfish, pleasure-seeking women, became an increasingly common stereotype. This
would later readily be transferred onto the children born out of casual relationships
between local girls and GIs.21
Among the US soldiers stationed in Britain through the last three war years were
approximately 130,000 African-Americans serving within a segregated military.22
Without discussing in detail the intense debates in Great Britain and the United
States that accompanied the stationing of segregated US troops, some key factors and
circumstances of significance for the fate of Children Born of War and Occupation
need to be mentioned here.23 In Great Britain, segregation was initially not dealt with
as a ‘racial problem’ as such. This was not because the British population or the British
political leadership were any more enlightened with regard to racial questions.24 The
relatively small number of non-white people living in Britain meant that the question
of demarcation of different ethnic groups had not arisen as virulently as in the United
States. This changed drastically when politicians saw themselves confronted with
the prospect of stationing US troops that contained a significant minority of nonwhite soldiers. The British response to this scenario was ambivalent. On the one
hand, a direct transferral of American segregation to Britain was rejected, and the
implementation of such policies was refused by members of the British government
and the Foreign Office alike.25 On the other hand, officially sanctioned ‘whispering
campaigns’ and warnings about the dangers of venereal disease transmitted through
intimate relations with black soldiers indicate that the British government, too, viewed
interracial sexual relationships between black troops and white British women with
reservations.26
The local civilian population was similarly ambivalent in its attitude towards black
soldiers. Frequently, the British were reluctant to adopt US segregation patterns in
their own conduct. Segregation that would prevent interracial mixing for leisure-time
activities such as cinema, dancing, or simply casual contacts on the streets and in public
transport was seen as unacceptable by most British. Moreover, the arrogance and
intolerance readily displayed by white GIs vis-à-vis their black colleagues were met
with incomprehension. It led not only to tension between black and white
soldiers, but also to misunderstandings between white British civilians and white
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GIs.27 Yet, despite this generally more tolerant attitude, prejudices existed.28 The
main difference between US and British views was that preconceptions in Britain
were not purely racial, but linked to class and social status, the more prominent
yardsticks used in Britain to demark borders between different sections of society.
In his study of colour prejudice in Britain, Anthony Richmond concludes that even
before the war, the conception of a ‘Negro as a person of low social status and
doubtful moral habits’ was widespread.29 Sociologist Kenneth Little confirms that
antipathy against coloured people was largely based on their perceived inferior social
status.30
As a direct consequence, the perception prevailed that women most likely to
entertain relations with African-American GIs were less educated and of lower classes,
whose morality was similarly questionable.31 It is important to stress, therefore, that
the comparatively tolerant acceptance of interracial mixing was limited to contacts
in public, and that it did not extend to the private sphere, let alone to intimate
relations. Such contacts between African-American GIs and white British women
were condemned no less vehemently by the British than by the Americans.32
For local women a relationship with a black GI carried the risk of social ostracism,
and many shunned association or regular contacts. Consequently, many AfricanAmericans resorted to payment for sex.33 This had two significant consequences:
first, the prejudices regarding the morality of black GIs were reinforced; and second,
the propaganda of the dangers of sexual relations with black GIs and the risk
of venereal diseases gained credibility. The disapproving attitude towards intimate
relations between white British women and black GIs increased throughout the war
and had severe consequences for the children born of these relationships. Judging
that an apple would never fall far from the tree, mixed-race children were readily
associated with stereotypes about morality, too.
27

28
29

30
31
32
33

The conflicts are well documented in reports of soldiers and officers. See, for example, a report
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There are no reliable figures of the number of British GI-children born during and
after the Second World War. It is estimated that there were at least 22,000 children,
of whom around 1,700 were of African-American descent.34 The situation of white
and mixed-race GI-children differed drastically. Thousands of previously unmarried
British women, who became mothers of white GI-children, could eventually follow
the fathers of these children to the United States as ‘war brides’.35 They often
married before or after the birth of their children. According to statistics of the
US Immigration and Naturalization Office between July 1941 and June 1950, 37,879
British women (and 472 British children) immigrated to the United States as ‘war
brides’ and ‘war children’.36
White children born of relations of married mothers and GIs were often integrated
into their mothers’ family and some men accepted the offspring as their own. The
children were adopted by the husband, in many cases did not even know about their
biological background and grew up in ‘normal’ nuclear families. Although many of
them suffered from stigmatisation as a result of negative stereotyping as children of the
‘good-time girls’, for many of the white children of the occupation discrimination was
intermittent and subtle.37 As first-person accounts of mixed-race children indicate,
their situation was significantly more difficult.38 As was to be expected, most mixedrace children lived in those parts of England with the highest concentration of US
forces comprising black soldiers, in particular in the counties of Gloucestershire,
Cornwall, Hampshire, Somerset, Suffolk and Lancashire. The US military did not
encourage or support marriages between African-American GIs and British women.
The attitude retrospectively expressed by General William G. Weaver, who since
September 1942 as Chief of Staff and as Field Deputy Commanding General in the
Supply Services had been directly concerned with race issues, may well have been a
reflection of the more general mood among the white military command:
God created different races of mankind because he meant it. Our Lord Jesus Christ preached the
same tenet, the grounds for which were that such unions would make the blood of offspring impure.
It is a biological and historical fact that racial mongrelization results in the progeny acquiring the
bad habits of both sides with very few good attributes of either.39
34
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Credible estimates of the number of GI-children are given in George Padmore to Walter White, 29
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Decisions about marriages lay with the local US (white) commanding officers, and
it was an open secret that they generally disapproved of mixed-race relationships.40
Also, although no general laws existed that prohibited mixed-race marriages in the
United States, de facto, such marriages were forbidden in many federal states, and they
were not recognised as valid even if legally contracted abroad.
In the case of married mothers, integrating a ‘brown baby’ into the family was
much more difficult, as the provenance of the child was clearly visible. The children
could not hide or be hidden, and therefore the mothers’ husbands were often reluctant
to adopt them. Married mothers frequently had to pay the price of giving up their
illegitimate mixed-race children in order to safeguard their existing family. The
situation of young single mothers of the so-called ‘brown babies’ was seldom easier.41
A decision to bring up a child as a single parent in wartime and early post-war
Britain meant financial hardship and social ostracisation.42 If the marginalisation of
singleness was exacerbated by a mixed-race child, mothers often saw institutional
care or adoption as the best option for their child and for themselves. As one child
recalled, the mothers were ‘shunned by the town as soon as the news of their
pregnancies leaked out and when they gave birth to mixed-race children, they were
forced to give them up for adoption as there was no support from their families, the
Government or the United States Army’.43 This account echoed the warnings that
many African-Americans, especially within the ‘League of Coloured Peoples’, had
articulated openly already in the 1940s when asking whether it would be possible to
provide equal opportunities for these children in a society that was almost exclusively
white. Harry Moody of the ‘League’, in an article in The World’s Children summarised
the issue:
When what public opinion regards as a taint of illegitimacy is added to the disadvantage of mixed
race, the chances of the child having a fair opportunity for development and service are much
reduced.44

For children who were growing up in children’s homes, this was only a temporary
arrangement, and in the second half of the 1940s efforts to find a long-term solution
were intensified. Proposals to arrange adoptions, already aired in the immediate postwar period, were now discussed with a much greater sense of urgency. Some US
decision makers saw the problem as an exclusively British one. As one politician
expressed, ‘brown babies’ were seen as ‘the offspring of the scum of the British
Isles’.45 Even though such verbal lapses were the exception, these children were
40
41
42
43
44
45
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clearly perceived as a British problem, and the proposal of a general transatlantic
adoption initiative did not find many supporters in the higher political echelons. The
theoretical possibility that GI-children could stay with their fathers in the United
States was a rare occurrence in reality.
When ideas about adoption resurfaced in the latter half of the 1940s, many
considerations evolved around the experiences of one particular children’s home
in Somerset, Holnicote House in Minehead. After requisitioning by the Ministry of
Health, the Land Agent of The National Trust, the owner of the property, reported
that members of Somerset County Council were visiting the property ‘aiming at
occupation . . . in March 1944 . . . with the prospect of 40 children and 15 others’.46
Figures about the number of occupants varied, but it appears that between 1944 and
1951, when what was commonly believed and reported as being an orphanage was
closed, between fifty-five and ninety children and adult carers resided at Holnicote
House, the children being mostly mixed-race children of GIs who had been stationed
at Taunton.47
Towards the end of the war, the county of Somerset had made the decision
to take all ‘brown babies’ known to the county authorities into care, irrespective
of whether the mothers were single or married.48 From later recollections of the
affected children it appears that most had in fact been abandoned by their mothers,
driven by the shame they felt about the children having been born out of wedlock.
The decisive force behind the policies across the whole county, and particularly
with regard to Holnicote House, was Celia Bangham, Superintendent Health Visitor
responsible for the county’s children.49 Her efforts, not only visible in her supervision
of Holnicote House, but more importantly evident in her attempts to work towards
a transatlantic adoption of the mixed-race children of Somerset, received significant
feedback in the United States. In December 1947, Newsweek reported in an article
‘Brown Tiny Tims’ about British ‘brown babies’ who were raised in children’s homes
such as Holnicote, a theme taken up in the summer of 1948 by Life publishing an
article on mixed-race children in Somerset.50 The reporter remarked that British
authorities were ‘considering offers of adoption received from US Negro families’.
Pointing out that the US military declined to support the children although ‘it
has paid out $9million for broken palm trees, soil damage and even miscarriages
among English sheep unnerved by American artillery fire’, the article appealed to
the readers’ sense of duty to come to the rescue.51 The report generated considerable
interest among African-American couples willing to adopt. In fact, the outcome of
the appeal confirms the results of research into the complex policies of post-war
46
47
48
49
50
51
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US transnational adoption, namely that Americans were encouraged ‘in their actions
as a sentimentalised version of US foreign policy, a political obligation as well as a
personal act of rescue’.52
Many of the experiences of adopted GI-children in Britain and in transnational
adoptions mirrored those of other adopted children in the early post-war period. In
this context it is important to remember that even after adoption had been given a
legal status in 1926,53 it was regularly perceived as a side issue compared with other
aspects of family life or child welfare.54 Despite increasing numbers of adoptions after
1926, the psychological effects of not living with one’s birth parents received little
attention, as did the fact that for many children adoption was the beginning of a
lifelong search for identity.55 Accounts of children born of war, whether from GIchildren or others fathered by foreign soldiers in various conflict and post-conflict
situations, confirm almost unanimously that this search for their own identity was
one of the defining features of their lives.56
Although undoubtedly identity is a significant issue for the majority of adopted
children or adults,57 it was even more virulent for mixed-race children. In spite of
their often good experiences in their immediate family surroundings, among school
friends and acquaintances, many ‘brown babies’ suffered from isolation and identity
crises.58 They continually found themselves reminded of their origins and the fact
that they visually differed from the homogeneous white surroundings for many led
to a constant feeling of ‘otherness’, of being different and of ‘not belonging’.59 As one
GI-child put it: ‘I did not only feel different but was obviously made to feel different
by the normal evil children.’60 This otherness also served as a permanent reminder of
the children’s illegitimacy, a circumstance which – during the 1950s and 1960s – was
still regarded as unacceptable.
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II.

Like wartime Britain, post-war Germany was faced with a sizeable presence of US
troops and in 1945 around 1.6 million GIs were stationed on German soil. The
number quickly decreased, and between mid-1947 and the early 1950s the number
of US soldiers levelled at around 135,000, before it increased again in response to the
Korean War and growing cold war tensions, leading to a maximum of around 360,000
soldiers.61 In contrast to Great Britain, however, Germany was a defeated country
that had surrendered unconditionally. It was viewed by US personnel, at least initially,
as an enemy and not as a partner; conversely, the Americans were regarded less as
liberators than as enemies. This, at least at first, affected the treatment of civilians by
the occupying troops. As early as June 1944, a Combined Chiefs of Staff Directive to
General Eisenhower made clear that the fraternisation of Allied troops with German
civil servants and with the civilian population was to be prevented.62 This was
followed, on 12 September 1944, the day after US troops entered Germany, by
orders from Eisenhower describing non-fraternisation as the prevention of ‘friendly,
familiar, or intimate contacts with Germans’.63 In January 1945, this was further
explained in the directive ‘Special Orders for German-American Relations’.64
At least three reasons underpinned the non-fraternisation order. First, security
and peacekeeping concerns were a core issue. This is evident in the short film made
for the United States War Department, entitled Your Job in Germany, and aimed at
GIs stationed in Germany during the post-war occupation period. It was written by
Theodor Geissel, better known to the general public under his pen name Dr Seuss.
The film, an important component of the soldiers’ training, warned them against
fraternisation with the Germans who are portrayed as untrustworthy.65 Reminding
the audience of Germany’s history of aggression from Bismarck to Hitler, the film
argued that the blinding cultural heritage had led previous enemies to fraternise,
thereby allowing a resurgence of German militarism. This was to be prevented in
future. In other words: greater distance from the civilian population of the former
61
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enemy was to guarantee lasting peace.66 A second aspect was most clearly visible in the
detailed provisions contained in the (in)famous directive JCS1067, the US occupation
directive predominantly designed to reduce any remaining German power and to
destroy Germany’s capability to wage war by complete or partial deindustrialisation.67
One key part of this occupation strategy was the re-education of the Germans. Nonfraternisation was one way of showing German civilians that they had been part of
an aggressive National Socialist system which made it impossible for an occupation
power to treat the population in anything other than a distanced manner. Third, and
of considerable significance, was the consideration of the domestic impact of any US
occupation policy in Germany. The non-fraternisation directive served to assure the
American public that Germany, after its unconditional surrender, was held at arm’s
length.
However, soon after the end of hostilities in Europe, and despite directives to
the contrary, American and British papers published photographs and reports which
suggested extensive contacts of a friendly nature between occupation forces and
the local civilian population. This caused indignation abroad and the reporting,
subsequently, was strictly censored.68
These early reports demonstrated what was confirmed by anecdotal evidence of
accounts of GIs and local civilians, namely that the fraternisation prohibition was only
adhered to reluctantly and certainly far from consistently, even in the early post-war
months. Due to the circumstances on the ground, therefore, the Allied command
began relaxing the restrictions, firstly, on 8 June 1945 with regard to dealings with
children, and soon after in July 1945 with regard to casual contacts with German
adults in public. In October 1945, the non-fraternisation rules were abolished with
two important exceptions. GIs were still neither permitted to live with Germans nor
to marry a German.69
German-American romantic liaisons were observed with suspicion. The women
in question were portrayed as a particular ‘type’, and the image of German Fräuleins
willing to engage in intimate relationships with GIs soon became a demonising
stereotype. Judy Barden, an English-born journalist writing for the New York Sun,
presented to her American readership an image of German women that bordered on
complete condemnation.70 According to Barden, low-cut necklines were matched
66
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by even lower morals, and the women were portrayed as willing to trade ‘candy
bars and cigarettes for their souls’.71 The British military commander, Field Marshall
Bernard Montgomery, similarly complained that it appeared as though the German
girls were practising organised striptease in order to break the Allied will to uphold
the fraternisation ban.72 In contrast to the allegedly experienced and clever German
Fräuleins, the GIs were portrayed as the often naive, young homesick soldiers, who
became victims to the seduction of the German girls. In contrast to British ‘good-time
girls’ whose main transgressions were perceived to be selfish disloyalty, the Americans
labelled their German equivalents more as dangerous to the point of being parasitic.
However, GIs themselves judged differently, thereby confirming that the impression
and presentation of the GIs as ‘oversexed, over-fed, over-paid and over here’ in postwar Germany, were not merely accidental attributes conjured out of thin air. As one
GI put it poignantly, he and his mates judged the fraternisation ban as ‘against human
nature’, and he stressed their own willingness to enjoy their encounters with the
German girls.73
As in wartime Britain, the peculiarities of demographics in post-war Germany
and the political and economic circumstances of the time had a significant role to
play in the development of friendly relations. In Germany, too, women had filled
the places the men had left vacant. They took over the roles of providers with the
added responsibilities, and at the same time they enjoyed the freedoms to go with
this new role, not least because they increasingly worked and lived away from the
parental home.74 As a result of the war, in 1946 women between aged 20 and 30 years
outnumbered men in that age bracket by 167 to 100. Similarly, for every 100 men
aged between 30 and 40 years, there were 151 women.75 This suggests that young
well-mannered men of a particular age were attractive for German women, no matter
what their nationality.
Not all sexual encounters were voluntary. Equally, not all of them were forced,
and often the boundary between the two was far from clear. Numerous women used
their bodies as bargaining chips. Sex paid for in goods or money was common, and
providing this kind of service was viewed by many women as part of their struggle for
survival. It was not forced upon them by the soldiers but by circumstances. However,
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towards the end of the war, the number of reported rapes also rose dramatically,
from thirty-one cases in February 1945 to 402 in March and 501 in April of that
year.76 While the numbers were significantly below those reported for the same
crime committed by the Red Army,77 they were grounds for concern among the US
military command,78 not least because it was assumed that the quote of reported rapes
was only a fraction of the actual offences committed.79
The number of children born as a result of relationships between German women
and occupation soldiers, consensual or exploitative, was significant. A survey in 1955
reported that 66,730 illegitimate children fathered by occupation soldiers had been
born to German women in post-war Germany. Of these, approximately 37,000
had American fathers, and an estimated 4,000 children were of African-American
descent.80 A brief look at the statistics is important to understand why occupation
children in West Germany were perceived primarily as an American-German issue,
although three occupying powers were stationed in the area that was to become
the Federal Republic. Until the mid 1950s, around 55 per cent of children of the
occupation had American fathers, 15 per cent French, 13 per cent British, and
5 per cent Russian, with 12 per cent of fathers appearing in the statistics remaining
unidentified.81 While this number can at least in part be accounted for by the statistical
density of occupation soldiers, a second observable fact is less easy to explain. Contrary
to expectations, the number of children born to local women and occupation soldiers
did not decline after the currency reform and the end of the so-called hunger years –
in fact it rose significantly. Moreover, this number rose particularly strongly for
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American occupation soldiers of any racial background, so that the proportion of
children conceived of American fathers in 1953–4 rose to around 75–80 per cent.82
This phenomenon led the Germans to remark, rather sarcastically, that in case of
another American combat engagement in Europe, the United States would not have
to send their soldiers, but merely some uniforms.83
These largely negative images of the women who had had intimate relations with
US soldiers were as pronounced within Germany as in the United States, and they
were projected onto the children.84 They were seen as children of the enemy,85 and
their mothers, by choosing a relationship with a GI were perceived as traitors to their
German home, possibly to their German husbands and to the prevailing morality
of female obedience that had been preached by the National Socialist regime.86
Therefore, by implication, the children were tainted.
The directives prohibiting marriages between German women and US soldiers
were not revoked until December 1946, more than a year after the end of the
fraternisation ban. This meant that during the first 19 months of the occupation
regime, when the majority of German-American relationships were formed,
marriage was impossible. The US military government was unequivocal about
responsibilities for children born to local German women, by negating, in principle,
any claim for alimony in the case of a soldier fathering a child.87 After it had become
possible for GIs, under certain circumstances, to marry their German girl friends from
December 1946 onwards, several thousands of couples got married and thousands of
women followed their husbands to the United States.88 Although marriage statistics as
such are not accessible, immigration records show that until June 1950 14,175 German
GI-brides and 750 children of members of the US Armed Forces had emigrated to
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the United States. In addition, 1,862 German women had travelled to the United
States between 1947 and 1949 as fiancées.89
Many tens of thousands of women, however, did not have this option, either
because the American father of their child had already been moved elsewhere, because
he may not have been granted his officer’s permission to marry or because he could
not or did not want to take up his paternal responsibility for other reasons. Military
rules and regulations facilitated a decision against mother and child.
Moreover, the peculiarities of German laws concerning paternity and social
responsibility for children born out of wedlock complicated the situation for the
occupation children and their mothers. Illegitimate children were the responsibility
of the mother and her family, but the mother was not the legal guardian. Guardianship
lay with the state or – in the case of married mothers – with the mother’s husband.
He became the child’s legal father irrespective of biological paternity unless he or the
district attorney raised questions of such paternity, as was frequently the case with
mixed-race children.90 During the post-war years fathers were required to support
their children financially until they had reached the age of 16 years, irrespective
of whether they were married to the child’s mother. Members of the US forces,
both military and civilian personnel, were excluded from this law.91 Only after the
establishment of the Federal Republic in 1949 was the situation partially revised. The
United States passed a law on 11 August 1950 that extended German jurisdiction to
members of the Allied forces. But the law contained an important exception: that
of cases dealing with the establishment of paternity and alimony claims of children
of the occupation! Even after the two German states, for all intents and purposes,
had regained sovereignty in 1955 and German women could try to claim alimony
for their children, the deliveries of claims were conditional on either the soldier
in question having accepted paternity or a US court having made a ruling to this
effect.92 Even in cases where a father attempted to provide for mother and children,
complicated and contradictory laws meant that GIs were frequently prevented from
doing so. Ironically, in most cases it was impossible for the soldiers to adopt their own
children in order to pave the way for providing for them. US military courts were
only permitted to pass judgement in case of a criminal offence: civilian claims had
to be dealt with by German courts; these courts, however, did not have jurisdiction
over US soldiers, and GIs were not allowed to appear before them. Therefore, they
did not have any legal way of legitimising their paternity and to gain sole or shared
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custody over their children.93 As a result of this legal jungle, any potential family
unification was complicated, and even in cases where both parents intended to build
a joint future with and for their children, they were prevented from doing so by
bureaucratic idiosyncrasies.
As in Great Britain, public and political debates about the fate of children of
the occupation in Germany were initially notable only for their absence. This is
surprising in as much as family sociological debates took place both in the academic
and the political spheres. As early as 1946, René König’s Materialien zur Soziologie
der Familie argued for his discipline to provide family political decision makers with
the means to develop such policies in a socio-economically adequate form.94 And
Helmut Schelsky’s 1953 study Wandlungen der deutschen Familie in der Gegenwart95 was
a groundbreaking empirical–sociological snapshot of post-war German families that
demonstrated clearly that the topic was on the agenda of sociological researchers and –
given its broad reception beyond academia – by implication also on the agenda of
the political decision makers.
What is more, beyond the confines of academia the constitutional discourse of the
late 1940s provided the ‘new democratic’ Germany with the opportunity to undertake
normative debates about the altered political and social circumstances, including
the constitutional protection of marriage, family and also illegitimate children. The
Social Democrat Friederike Nadig, in the debates on the constitution to be drafted,
considered the fate of those members of post-war German society who no longer
fitted into the old model of the two-parent nuclear family. Contemplating the ‘surplus
of women’, which effectively was a ‘post-war shortage of men’, she pleaded for a new
form of familial existence, the Mutterfamilie (‘mother family’). Commenting on one
particular group, illegitimate children, she added that the coloured children of the
occupation were hit hardest by the prevailing family laws and social norms.96 Children
of the occupation in general were mentioned in the debate, amid a general awareness
of the social problems associated with illegitimacy in the late 1940s. Yet, it is interesting
to note that only piecemeal initiatives were used to deal with the children of the
occupation. The impression was given that social and child welfare policies, while
having the best interest of the children in mind, also – and perhaps predominantly –
served a wider political purpose in Germany, namely the construction of an image
of a democratic and racially tolerant and supportive ‘new’ Germany.
As Nadig comments, in Germany, too, the children of African-American descent
– who could not hide and could not be hidden – were perceived as facing additional
hardship. A symptom of this was that, for better or for worse, they received
more attention from the local population and political decision makers. A clear
recognition of political responsibility, arising out of the National Socialist legacy,
guided sociological and political discussions of the subject. Therefore attempts at a
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pragmatic solution to the problem of Germany’s ‘brown babies’ had to be formulated
as a race-related policy that was distanced from the racist discourse of the Hitler years.97
Post-war debates about the integration of mixed-race children took place against
the background of the continuing occupation, in which the US occupation power
acted with the proclaimed aim of the democratisation of Germany. This was to be
based not only on a turning away from National Socialism in general but specifically
also on the explicit respect of human rights and a renunciation of antisemitism
and racism. Like Germany, the United States were grappling with challenges to
entrenched racial ideologies. The US military government in Germany still operated
in a segregated way on the basis of racial inequalities, which contradicted the clearly
stated aims of democratic re-education of the former German enemy and caused
fundamental problems for the credibility of the Americans as pillars of democracy
and freedom.98 Segregation in the United States and the resulting reluctance on the
part of local officers in Germany to grant permission to African-American soldiers to
marry their German girl friends meant that almost all children of German women and
black GIs were born illegitimately. According to German law at the time, children
lacking a male guardian became wards of the local or state youth office, and as few
white German men would accept responsibility for a mixed-race child, even if they
were married to the mother, institutional involvement was a given in the majority of
cases.
In 1947, a French official from the International Refugee Organisation,
commenting on ‘brown babies’ in children’s homes, reported about the dire situation
of the Afro-German children and recommended a removal of those children to the
racially more diverse and tolerant France.99 This coincided with the first discussions
about their fate in the emerging Federal Republic, initially at a municipal level.
Furthermore, US authorities took first steps to establish the numbers of German
GI-children, the treatment of different paternity cases, citizenship issues as well as the
living conditions of those children cared for in Germany’s children’s homes. This led
to a memorandum, on 14 September 1948, on ‘Paternity of Illegitimate Children’.100
There is no evidence of German debates prior to 1947 concerning children of the
occupation, and the focus of discussions, when they did occur, was the situation of
children of biracial provenance. The dealings with the ‘problem’ of the mixed-race
children took place broadly concurrently at two societal levels: first, the children
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and their mothers became objects of scientific and particularly sociological studies;101
and, second, on a political level decisions about their integration into West German
society were coupled with an attempt at re-educating the German public.
The discourse about the Afro-German children has to be seen in the context of
and as a response to the treatment of children born to German mothers and colonial
African troops during the French occupation of the Rhineland in the inter-war years.
In a race-hate campaign, the so-called ‘Black Horror on the Rhine’, the children who
became known as ‘Rhineland Bastards’ had been forcibly sterilised under the Nazi
regime.102 The post-war race-related debates, therefore, potentially could be used by
German decision makers to demonstrate that such racially motivated injustice was
a thing of the past and that the new democratic Germany would ‘look after all its
citizens’ irrespective of race or religion.
It is no coincidence that the first parliamentary debate on the by then estimated
94,000 illegitimate children of the occupation took place in the Bundestag in early
1952, just before the first children entered the school system. The focal point of
the debate was the situation of the mixed-race children, about which the Bundestag
concluded that they posed a ‘human and racial problem of a special nature’.103 At
the same time parliamentarians expressed concern that the West German public
was not yet capable of assuming a posture ‘free of racial prejudice’, and that only a
‘long-term education process [would] be able to dislodge the traditions that caused
a belief in the racial superiority of the white Germans’.104 This assessment was in
sharp contrast to both a 1949 survey that suggested that ‘German mothers treated
their “Mischlingskinder” considerably better than their counterparts in England and
Japan’ as in Germany ‘not only is infanticide unthinkable but even separation is rarely
considered’.105 While this poll commented only on the children’s mothers, a more
elaborate study of the International Union for Child Welfare in Geneva came to the
conclusion that in post-war West Germany ‘the cases in which mixed-race children
are being rejected by their communities because of their family background should
be considered an exception. Generally, the relatives, neighbors, and other children
meet them with cordiality and affection.’106
This appeared to be the case despite the fact that the prevailing view among policy
makers in the Federal Republic was that it would be difficult to ensure the children’s
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integration into their birth country. In the political discussions about their future three
main possible ways forward had emerged: (1) the children should be integrated as far
as possible into German society, whether within the care system, as adopted children
or within their own families or extended families; (2) the children should be raised
in segregated homes; or (3) the children should be adopted by African-American
couples.
The least favoured option was that of the non-integrationist intervention,
particularly if it meant raising children in segregated homes. Despite the general
rejection of this concept as a viable long-term solution, such homes existed. The most
prominent of them, an Albert-Schweitzer-Children’s Home in Wermelskirchen, was
run between 1952 and 1959 by a white German pastor’s wife, Irene Dilloo, without
official state support, though with some benevolent encouragement.107 The aim was to
allow children to grow up in an atmosphere that would spare them the psychological
and emotional challenges of living as part of a small coloured minority in an almost
exclusively white German society. In a second step, the children were to be prepared
for an adoption into a black home in the United States.108 This approach closely
mirrors Celia Bangham’s ideas as put into practice in Holnicote House several years
earlier. Yet, there is no indication that the Somerset experiences played any part
in the decision to establish Dilloo’s children’s home. Although some children were
eventually adopted in the United States,109 the project did not turn into a large-scale
success, not least because of the reluctance of the children’s mothers to agree to
transnational adoptions.
The majority of mixed-race children of the occupation lived in families, either in
the families of their mothers or in adoptive families.110 After it had become evident
throughout the first post-war decade that this pattern would essentially remain the
same, state and municipal officials, helped by educators, social workers and at times
even journalists, focused on racial re-education within Germany. Concerted actions
coincided with integration milestones of what was a relatively age-homogeneous
group, for instance school enrolment or the start of post-school vocational training.
Not only did the first parliamentary debate occur just before the first AfricanAmerican occupation children entered the German school system in 1952 but the
public education campaign also gathered pace at that time. In an attempt to prepare
teachers for the anticipated challenges of mixed-race pupils, Maxi, unser Negerbub
(Maxi, our Negro Boy) was published. It was the story of a teacher’s attempt to grapple
with the prejudices against his black German pupil through determined efforts to
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help him integrate into his white environment.111 Similarly, in 1952 the feature film
Toxi hit the cinema screens. The main character, the five-year-old African-German
Toxi, was adopted from a children’s home into an affluent German family, triggering
one of the core themes of the film, the juxtaposition of racial prejudice and social
responsibility.112
Despite the educational efforts of the welfare officials, care institutions and, equally
importantly, of open-minded caring families, who adopted mixed-race children of
the occupation, and despite the fact that only 12 per cent of all such children grew
up in welfare institutions,113 the image prevailed – in political discussions as well
as in public debates in West Germany and abroad– that African-German children
were unwanted. This may be explained in terms of the preconceptions caused by
Germany’s earlier dealings with mixed-race children during the inter-war period, or
it may reflect the history of adoption in Germany and the legal framework within
which it took place.
Even more so than in the UK, post-war adoption laws in Germany were
antiquated. Adoption had initially been legally regulated in the Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch
of 1900, and was not regarded as a child welfare issue. Instead it was designed to allow
childless couples to instate an heir and, as a result, adoption of young children had
been rare. The reduction of the minimum age for adoptive parents from 50 to 35 years
in 1961 indicated a change in thinking about adoption but it took another fifteen
years until adoption was thoroughly reformed in child welfare terms.114 However, as
Heide Fehrenbach argues convincingly in her study of mixed-race GI-children in
post-war Germany, although adoption laws were temporarily modified in response
to the social and familial upheavals caused by the Second World War, this was done
to ‘integrate unrelated white German children into West German families’ and left
‘occupation children’ of foreign paternity in an even more vulnerable position.115
This impression of the unwanted ‘brown babies’ and in particular their fate within
the care system, was reinforced by press coverage within the United States, from where
regular ‘inspection visits’ were initiated to report about the GI-children. Between
the late 1940s and mid-1950s reports appeared in numerous publications such as
Newsweek, Chicago Tribune, Pittsburgh Courier, News and World Report, Ebony, or AfroAmerican.116 It is interesting to note that similar scrutiny was never considered to be
necessary in the case of mixed-race children in Great Britain. As a reaction to one such
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newspaper report, Ethel Butler, an African-American widowed teacher, decided to
work towards adopting some of those children and thereby giving them a new home
in the United States. After years of bureaucratic wrangling, she succeeded in adopting
two children. This adoption had far-reaching consequences for other German mixedrace GI-children. The perceived ‘fight’ against the adoption bureaucracies in both
countries, reported elaborately by the African-American press in the United States,
led to an increase in public interest of potential adoptive parents. Furthermore, Butler
had scored an important bureaucratic and legal victory in that her children were
classified as war orphans, allowing them privileged immigration status irrespective of
quotas applicable to their birth countries.117
Butler’s efforts to put the problem of ‘brown babies’ on the radar of officials in both
West Germany and the United States also helped another African-American women
working for a more permanent solution to the insecure situation of many ‘brown
babies’ in German institutions. Mabel A. Grammer, wife of US warrant officer
Oscar Grammar, who had been stationed in Mannheim between 1950 and 1954, was
herself a journalist for the African-American. She instigated the so-called ‘Brown Baby
Plan’, which arranged for the adoption of several hundred children into AfricanAmerican and African-German families by 1954.118 Mabel Grammer’s initiative had
been triggered by the situation of the poverty and stigmatisation experienced by
many women who had decided to bring up their mixed-race children in their own
families. As Mrs Grammer had observed, negative sentiments towards the mothers
as well as prejudices and social exclusion were often transferred directly onto the
children and led to discrimination. It was this discrimination that she was trying to
counteract by working towards transnational adoption.119
The German response to the privately instigated adoption programmes of Butler
and Mabel Grammar demonstrates the widely held belief that mixed-race occupation
children could be better cared for in African-American than in their mother’s families.
Adoption plans received an enthusiastic reception from the popular press,120 and
politicians at all levels, municipal, state and federal,121 argued that emigration to their
paternal homeland might be preferable for the children. However, the complexities of
inter-country adoptions, the bureaucratic complications caused by US immigration
laws, as well as the severe reservations of the International Social Service against proxy
adoption in particular, led to a slow adjustment of views in Germany throughout the
1950s. By the mid-1950s, despite several hundred adoptions, it had become clear that
large numbers of mixed-race children would remain in Germany, and the emphasis,
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as described above, moved away from solving the ‘brown baby’ problem outside to
solving it inside Germany. In stark contrast to Great Britain where, despite a similar
number of mixed-race occupation children no discussions of this kind took place,
West Germany continued to address the issue throughout the 1950s at an academic
and a political level. A federally funded socio-psychological study carried out by the
Hamburg psychologist Klaus Eyferth compared white and mixed-race children of the
occupation, investigating in particular the links between race and intelligence and
concluded that the study could not determine links between the two.122 The research,
subsequently published in elaborated form as a book on the integration of mixedrace children into German society,123 became the authoritative source informing
policy recommendations in the Federal Republic in the 1960s, at a time when many
children, now adolescents, were passing another educational milestone, the move
from school into employment.
III.

Systematic analysis of the welfare of children of the occupation in general and
GI-children in particular is marred by a lack of quantitative and qualitative data
about many of their circumstances. Inevitably, any attempt to engage in a historical
evaluation will have elements of a top-down exercise, heavily reliant on published and
unpublished governmental and administrative records and secondary analyses which
are supplemented by accounts from the affected children that provide anecdotal rather
than qualitatively and quantitatively comprehensive or even representative evidence.
Nevertheless, by bringing together the diverse sources it has been possible to throw
some light on the ‘children the GIs left behind’ and the policies of both Great Britain
and Germany in dealing with the children throughout the 1940s and 1950s.
What is clear from the above analysis is that in both countries, children of
the occupation as such were not perceived as a phenomenon that required state
intervention, or even called for particular support for the children or families in
question. By and large it was expected that the children fathered by foreign soldiers
would be absorbed into their mothers’ families and the local communities with the
expectation that, where applicable, the mothers’ husbands would adopt the children
or act as their guardian. Alternatively, in the case of unmarried mothers it was
envisaged that the women would either emigrate to the United States with their
children as war brides or that the children would be raised by their single mothers or
their mothers’ families.
The various approaches to dealing with children of GIs in Britain have to be seen
in the context of the redefinition of family and nation in the mid-twentieth century.
The Second World War with mass displacements and record numbers of homeless and
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orphaned children throughout Europe, skilfully explored in Tara Zahra’s exposition
of ‘lost children’124 at the post-war intersection of redefinition of family and nation,
led to a concerted effort to rehabilitate those children beyond the provision of
material goods by way of ‘amelioration of psychological suffering’.125 Zahra shows
that ‘nation and family were seen as essential sources of individual identity and
agency’ by humanitarian activists and that this approach was tightly linked not only
to emerging theories of child development but can be traced to a deeply rooted
liberal tradition that saw the family, in opposition to the state, as ‘the bedrock of civil
society’.
In contrast to the more general debates of how to best serve the interest of
European children affected by the war through displacement, expulsion or flight,
efforts to deal with the situation faced by children born of war were largely nonexistent, especially in the first post-war years. The number of GI-children was small in
comparison with other displaced and orphaned children. The instrumentalisation of
children as ‘national property’126 that has been shown to have played a significant role
in the formulation of child welfare policies played less of a role in Britain than on the
European continent, where reconstruction went hand in hand with democratisation
and nation-building. The only problems that were openly acknowledged at the
time were those of mixed-race children whose appearance distinguished them from
the surrounding environment. In their case, as the example of Holnicote House
demonstrates, prevailing familialist values, often lamented to have suffered as a result
of wartime social upheavals and systematically revived after the war as a means to
‘return to normality’127 were put aside in favour of a placement of children in the
care system. In other words, instead of supporting young mothers of GI-children to
bring up their children in a nuclear or extended family, a blanket solution of placing
the children in care in preparation for adoption into mixed-race or black families at
a later stage was favoured.
While in both Great Britain and West Germany some recognition of the specific
challenges faced by these children in the form of racial and social prejudices was
recognised, the response in those two countries differed significantly. In Britain, little
public and open political debate took place. Examples of members of the public
voicing unease are numerous, and concern was also expressed by interested groups
such as the League of Coloured Peoples, whose members demanded that each baby
was to be treated as a ‘war casualty’ in order to ‘forestall a social problem which might
not only affect the life of this country but which might also affect Anglo-American
relations’. But this merely resulted in responses from the Ministry of Health and
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Whitehall officials directly rather than triggering public, academic or parliamentary
debates.128
In sharp contrast, in Germany official and public responses to the existence of
mixed-race GI-children occurred in distinct phases and ultimately resulted in a
comparatively extensive public discourse. After an initial period of virtual silence
on the subject amounting to almost a denial of the existence of a problem until
about 1947, between 1948 and 1951, public, press, academia and politics – both in
Germany and the United States – became aware of the reality of a significant (and
growing) number of ‘brown babies’ in occupied Germany. In this phase the preferred
solution to the problem, favoured by various groups who took part in the process of
opinion formation, was a combination of initial segregation combined with eventual
adoption and, linked to this, emigration to the United States. Once it had become
clear that large-scale migration was not a practicable solution, the debate shifted, and
the emphasis was placed on racial re-education of the German population designed
to facilitate the integration of Afro-German children into West German society. It
has been argued that in the Federal Republic child welfare as evidenced in dealing
with mixed-race GI-children was treated predominantly as a political tool in order
to facilitate the remodelling of West Germany as a tolerant society ‘demonstrating
good intentions and the willingness for social reform’.129 This appears unduly critical
given that the country, particularly in comparison with Great Britain, the only other
West European country with a significant number of Afro-European GI-children,
allowed public debates and engaged in academic discourse about the sociological and
socio-psychological challenges faced by the children, their families and the society
that – if belatedly – eventually saw the need to address their integration.
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